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About me..

• Hi, I’m Andreas!

• Programmer for a living since 1997

• Last 10 years in Game/Engine dev

• Battlefield series & Frostbite Engine at 
DICE

• Demo scene past, now doing misc 
Amiga/tool stuff for TBL

• DICE is full of TBL people - easy to get 
sucked in :)
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First a little intro on myself so you know who is speaking. I work as a programmer at DICE on 
the Frostbite game engine and the games we support with that engine. In the past I’ve 
worked on the Battlefield games like Battlefield 2. The demoscene is what got me started with 
programming in the first place, hacking away on C-64, Amiga and so on when I was just a 
kid.

Recently I’ve been helping the TBL guys at DICE with various things, like our remote 
execution tools for Amiga that lets you do network cross development, available on Aminet 
(rlaunch), so you could say I’m a member by association :)



Another Build System?

• Yes - Tired of these limitations:

• Make is too primitive for complex dependencies

• Jam is unreliable for code generation

• SCons is glacially slow

• Visual Studio is a joke & only works on Windows

• Others exist, but all have the same basic issues IMHO

• Wanted similar tool but without the BS
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So why another build system, you might ask. For many years I had been looking for a decent 
build tool to use for native code development on Windows, Mac and Unix.
Make is usually quick enough, but as soon as you want to do more advanced dependency 
graphs it quickly falls apart due to tool non-portability, so configuration wise we need 
something better.
SCons supports most of what I want to do, but it is fantastically slow on larger projects. On 
some C projects, letting SCons dependency scan the project to determine it doesn’t have to 
do anything takes longer than rebuilding everything from scratch!
I was also frustrated with the performance & unreliability of Jam, feeling that on large projects 
incremental build times were unreasonably long even when there is nothing to do and I 
couldn’t get code generation steps to work right with parallel execution.



Tundra?

• A pun on Frostbite Engine

• Tundra - A great way to get 
Frostbite!

• Not used for Frostbite 
though (yet? we’ll see..)

• My attempt to address these 
issues I already mentioned

Greenlandic Tundra
Photo by Hannes Grobe, Wikimedia Commons
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Tundra Specs

• Approaching version 1.0, very usable

• Works on Windows, Mac, Linux and FreeBSD

• Traditional command-line tool interface

• C build engine, Lua configuration

• Available as Free Software (GPL)
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First some basic info on Tundra. It’s my take on what a slim, fast build system should be.
It tries to fix a lot of the issues I’ve had with existing build systems over the years, both 
performance and reliability of certain configurations.

It’s a traditional command-line build system, as I believe there’s a lot to be said for fitting 
into existing infrastructure.

It is written in C and uses Lua for configuration purposes. This makes it pretty light and 
small.
I’ve made it available as Free Software (GPL), as I believe infrastructure should be open and 
never locked in with proprietary restrictions.



Tundra Sales Pitch

• Great for demo coding

• Can mix toolsets in same session, host/target separation

•     Amiga VBCC cross compilation supported

• Supports assembly

• Easy to add new tools

• Very fast - incremental build times are great

• Multi-threading everywhere

• Reliable code generation support

• Run any custom tools to produce source files without problems
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Design Philosophy

• Simple is Fast!

• Should build code and stay out of your way

• Utilize multi-core hardware

• Separate configuration from building

• Want no scripts running at DAG eval time for performance
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The primary design goal I had were performance due to simplicity.

A big issue as your code base gets bigger is that incremental build times get worse and 
worse due to header scanning, so that was one of the things I was aiming to fully use 
multiple cores for.

We’ll go over these areas in more detail in the presentation.



Design Non-Goals

• No auto-configuration/guessing

• Switch toolsets very rarely

• Picking up new tool usually the easiest part of porting

• Explicit setup gives better performance

• Not a general-purpose tool

• No kitchen sink design (no HTTP/VCS/... etc junk)

• Focus on building C-like stuff really well

• Also supports .NET, but that’s about it
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I also want to be clear about what Tundra doesn’t try to do.

To achieve my goals of build performance I was willing to sacrifice convenience features such 
as auto-configuration and tool detection which just adds to the startup time and are rarely 
needed in most projects. My point against these kind of features is that we do thousands of 
interactive build using the same configuration all the time. I don’t want to spend a bunch of 
time scanning for tools.

I also didn’t worry about trying to make a general-purpose build tool. I needed good iteration 
times for my own projects primarily, and in the long run for game code bases. 



Configuration
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Data Collection / Engine Separation

Command Execution
Dependency Scanning

Header Caching
Signatures

Command Line
Target Selection
DAG Generation

Toolset Configuration

Lua Frontend C Build Engine

~6000 lines ~8000 lines
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Many build systems are written partly in script languages, but I felt the the real power of 
script languages is in data collection, not doing actual work. Anyone who has tried SCons will 
probably agree..

So when I was looking at how to configure Tundra the choice fell on Lua. The Lua scripts 
parse the command line, set up a bunch of settings for tools and such mundane work that is 
repetitive and error prone to do in C. They also create the DAG objects through a minimal set 
of exposed C functions from the host process.

Once the configuration is done, Lua calls into the C build engine to execute the DAG and 
there are no callbacks to the Lua side again. This is important as that would mean Tundra 
would have to run single-threaded while calling back to Lua, which doesn’t like multiple 
threads.



Configuration Files

• Main file: tundra.lua

• Set up toolsets

• Global settings

• Build targets: units.lua

• Source for DAG data

• Define Libraries, Programs & their source files etc.

• Fine-level settings (tweaking defines per unit)

• User-defined

• Source code generators
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Tundra is normally configured using two files. The reason for this split is that the units file is 
parsed in an environment with additional features that can make this file as compact as 
possible, and make it look less like Lua and more like configuration.

We will look at these two files briefly. In the tundra.lua file you set up tool sets and global 
settings. In the units.lua file you define what the build targets are.

The user can also add custom scripts to inject stuff into the DAG. We will see one such 
example later.



tundra.lua: Toolset Example

CCOPTS = {
      { "/W4", "/WX", "/wd4127", "/wd4100", "/wd4324"; Config = "*-msvc-*" },
      { "-Wall", "-Werror"; Config = { "*-gcc-*", "*-clang-*" } },
      { "-g"; Config = { "*-gcc-debug", "*-clang-debug", ... } },
      { "-O2"; Config = { "*-gcc-production", "*-clang-production" } },
      { "-O3"; Config = { "*-gcc-release", "*-clang-release" } },
      { "/O2"; Config = "*-msvc-production" },
      { "/Ox"; Config = "*-msvc-release" },
},

 Configs = {
    Config { Name = "macosx-clang", Tools = { "clang-osx" }, DefaultOnHost = "macosx" },
    Config { Name = "macosx-gcc", Tools = { "gcc-osx" } },
    Config { Name = "win32-msvc", Tools = { { "msvc-winsdk"; TargetArch = "x86" } } },
    Config { Name = "win64-msvc", Tools = { { "msvc-winsdk"; TargetArch = "x64" } } },
    Config { Name = "linux-gcc", Tools = { "gcc" }, DefaultOnHost = "linux" },
    Config { Name = "freebsd-gcc", Tools = { "gcc" }, DefaultOnHost = "freebsd" },
    ...

Toolset Definition

Toolset Filtering
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There are two parts adding toolsets in tundra.lua. The first is to define what tools you want 
and name the configuration tuple. This example is from Tundras own build file (of course it 
builds itself..). For example, we see that win64-msvc uses the msvc-winsdk toolset and 
passes in a parameter TargetArch to that scripts.

There are also options to make a certain toolset the default on a platform. This is convenient 
so you don’t have to type it out all the time on the command line.

Later on you can filter any attribute or source file on these toolset names. This is shown in 
the second box. For example, we add a bunch of warning options when the toolset matches 
*-msvc-*. This filtering is pretty flexible and is available almost everywhere.

The idea of being this explicit is that you tell Tundra exactly what you want and it can just 
worry about building rather than spending time guessing.
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There are two parts adding toolsets in tundra.lua. The first is to define what tools you want 
and name the configuration tuple. This example is from Tundras own build file (of course it 
builds itself..). For example, we see that win64-msvc uses the msvc-winsdk toolset and 
passes in a parameter TargetArch to that scripts.

There are also options to make a certain toolset the default on a platform. This is convenient 
so you don’t have to type it out all the time on the command line.

Later on you can filter any attribute or source file on these toolset names. This is shown in 
the second box. For example, we add a bunch of warning options when the toolset matches 
*-msvc-*. This filtering is pretty flexible and is available almost everywhere.

The idea of being this explicit is that you tell Tundra exactly what you want and it can just 
worry about building rather than spending time guessing.



units.lua: Build Units

• Uses alternate syntax with focus on build products

• Reads more like “config” files

StaticLibrary {
    Name = "glew",
    Sources = { "external/glew/src/glew.c" },
    Defines = { "GLEW_STATIC" },
    Env = {
        CCOPTS = {
            { "-msse"; Config = "macosx-*-*" },
            { "/wd4706"; Config = "*-msvc-*" },
        },
    },
    Propagate = {
        Defines = { "GLEW_STATIC" },
    },
}
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Lua isn’t a bad choice for a configuration language. It has pretty good support for making 
code read in a declarative way which I think is important in configuration files, too many side 
effects there just gives me a headache.

Here’s an example of how to make a static library in Tundra with a little Lua code. In this case 
we’re building the Glew library with a bunch of defines and options. To Lua this is just a 
function call with a bunch of nested tables. So StaticLibrary here is a function that does the 
data collection for us, squirreling away enough info to build a DAG from this data later.

Again, you can see how the filtering patterns refer back to the toolsets we set up previously. 
That’s basically it for simple Lua configuration. You can see some examples in the Tundra 
distribution.



Code Generation
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Code Generation

• Common thing to want with C/C++/Asm

• We generate headers/source files at build time

• Lex/Yacc/Antlr/IDL/... - same concept in all of these areas

• Feed these back into subsequent build steps

• Programming language limitations require this

• Problematic in many build systems

• Sometimes hard to express accurately

• Hard to get dependencies right, intermittent build failures!
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So moving on, let’s talk about adding code generation steps to builds and why this is a 
problem.

In most build systems, it’s relatively easy to add a step to run your external tools to produce 
a bunch of source code files. We do this for all kinds of reasons, but typically we have the 
following reasons:
- Generate script language bindings
- Generate marshaling code (network, serialization, ...)
- Pure codegen tools (Yacc/Lex)
This is getting more and more common in my experience, few big projects are C/C++ only 
nowadays.

These are all desirable activities. The real problem is with the set of build dependencies this 
generates in many systems. You can tell if you’re using one of these systems by the fact that 
people tend to clean often as a magic fix to build problems.. (Ever used Visual Studio?)..



Build System Internals

SharedLibrary {
  Name = "mylib",
  Sources = { "mylib.c" }
}

Program {
  Name = "foo",
  Depends = { "mylib" },
  Sources = {
    "foo.c", "bar.c"
  }
}

mylib

foo

mylib.c

foo.c

bar.c

<all>

Configuration File Generated DAG
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To understand why code generation during the build is problematic we will look at how build 
system internals usually work. A build system is a pretty simple thing conceptually, you have 
two basic steps:

1) Construct a directed graph of files and targets (data collection: Makefile/jamfile parsing, 
globbing)

This is shown in the slide. We parse the configuration file to the left and produce a 
dependency graph. This graph is very much simplified as it only shows target nodes (green) 
and input files (red). In reality, there are output files and many more attributes too which I 
have omitted for simplicity.

2) You evaluate the dependency graph (build evaluation: command execution, reporting)

To build our program, we then start with the root node (all), and make sure all dependencies 
are updated, recursively.

This is pretty much how a simple build system like Make works. In Make, all nodes are 
(possibly phony) files with a timestamp. The Makefile describes relationships between these 
files. If the timestamp of a dependency is newer, Make will rerun the commands associated 
with a file to make it up-to-date. Most build systems are based on this simple idea, but there 
are many variations on the concept.



Build System Internals

mylib

foo

mylib.c

foo.c

bar.c

<all>

mylib.h

api.h

Implicit Dependencies in the DAG

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...
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In C and C++ we have #included header files in our source files. We must rebuild our object 
files whenever these header files change too, or the program could end up in a broken state.

To detect these files, build systems use header scanning, a process where the build system 
scans all source files for #included headers, recursively to form a new dependency graph. 
This DAG is usually many, many times larger than the original one with just the source files 
and targets.

This header scanning process can be very slow as a naive approach must open all source and 
header files in the projects, and sometimes even system header files to form the DAG. Some 
systems, including Tundra, cache this information to disk so that it can be fetched more 
quickly than by rescanning everything on incremental builds.

(The only notable exception to header scanning is Make where you have to do it manually via 
commands/Makefile inclusion. There are also two ways of doing scanning, reliably or quickly, 
SCons vs Jam style.)



Build System Internals

mylib

foo

mylib.c

foo.c

bar.c

<all>

mylib.h

api.h

codegen.h

Implicit Dependencies with generated source files

codegen

blah.xyz

Written in build!
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Up to this point, most build systems work well. The real difficulty with header scanning is 
introduced when you start generating these source files and headers that are later #included 
into other headers.

The problem with this setup is that the source files are only implicitly dependent on the 
codegen.h header file. Jam for example will happily build mylib and codegen at the same 
time, which is wrong, as mylib depends on the generated header file implicitly. To make it 
worse, this only happens with -j<n>! What you get is that the build will sometimes fail on 
the first attempt due to the race condition to generate the header before the compile runs.

Our only workaround with Jam is to manually to go all source files and mark them as being 
dependent on the code generation step. This quickly gets out of hand if you want to properly 
build a whole software stack in the same build, that is, first build the code generator, then 
run it to generate files, etc. This is a nightmare for maintenance and makes it hard to support 
code generation. Debugging stuff like this is really frustrating, and this is why I think Tundra 
needed something better.



Multiple Passes

• Observation: Can’t run these DAGs in parallel

• So many undiscovered dependencies that might lead back to code 
that hasn’t been generated yet!

• We can do better - segment the DAG into passes

• Code in pass N+1 will always build after pass N

• Therefore safe to #include code generated in pass N

• Can then go wide within each pass
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If we think about this situation it is very costly to figure out a correct evaluation order for the 
DAG since most dependencies will be detected implicitly, via #include scanning.

When we think about it, it doesn’t make sense to let the build system figure this stuff out on 
the fly. If we look at it, these activities are usually not the bulk of the build and we know up 
front what they will be.

We can sidestep the entire problem by making sure that we do all code generation activities 
before the other compilation. #include scanning then doesn’t have to worry about detecting 
files that haven’t been generated yet. This idea extends to a series of passes that depend on 
each other.



Multiple Passes

mylib

foo

mylib.c

foo.c

bar.c

<all>

mylib.h

api.h

codegen.h

Codegen Pass

codegen

blah.xyz codegen.h

Main Pass
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So we cut up the DAG in two pieces. This guarantees that our generated header is in place 
before the #include scanner starts scanning one of the source files that might ever include it, 
and there is no problem. It also means that we can go wide within each build step and never 
have to worry about adding new work to the build queue, everything is fixed up front (= 
FAST)

Internally this segmentation is done with dummy nodes called pass barriers. All nodes in the 
main pass depend on the pass barrier for the codegen pass in the example here. As soon as 
the last item in the codegen pass is completed, all the ready items in main pass are added to 
the build queue immediately and will execute in parallel as soon as possible.

Tundra will even give you a build error if you try to #include a file that will be produced in the 
current or a future pass to enforce this idea and notify you of possible bugs in these areas.



Pass Setup: tundra.lua

Build {
  Units = "support/units.lua",

  ScriptDirs = { "." },
  SyntaxExtensions = { "support.example-syntax" },

  Passes = {
    CompileGenerator = { Name="Compile generator", BuildOrder = 1 },
    CodeGeneration = { Name="Generate sources", BuildOrder = 2 },
  },

  Configs = { ... },
}
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Let’s see how we configure passes in Tundra.

Here’s a scenario where we want to
1. Compile a tool
2. Run it to produce a source file
3. Compile that source file as part of a program

So we will have three passes. We describe these in Lua like a table. There is an implicit pass 
which is always sorted last (think of it as the main pass), so we only have to specify the first 
two. Any build unit which doesn’t select a Pass explicitly ends up in the main pass.

We will also use a bit of Lua code to tie the code generator in with the DAG, shown here.
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    CodeGeneration = { Name="Generate sources", BuildOrder = 2 },
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  Configs = { ... },
}
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Here’s a scenario where we want to
1. Compile a tool
2. Run it to produce a source file
3. Compile that source file as part of a program

So we will have three passes. We describe these in Lua like a table. There is an implicit pass 
which is always sorted last (think of it as the main pass), so we only have to specify the first 
two. Any build unit which doesn’t select a Pass explicitly ends up in the main pass.

We will also use a bit of Lua code to tie the code generator in with the DAG, shown here.



Pass Setup: units.lua
Program {
  Name = "generator",
  Pass = "CompileGenerator",
  Target = "$(EXAMPLEGEN)",  Sources = { "generator.c" },
}

Program {
  Name = "program",
  Sources = {
    "program.c",
    ExampleGenerator {
      Source = "hello.txt",
      OutName = "hello-generated.c"
    },
  },
}

Default "program"
Default "generator"
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So in our units file we list two programs.

The first program is our source code generator. We’re going to build this one first, so as you 
can see it is in our CompileGenerator pass.

The second program is our program that includes a file that will be produced by our source 
generator program once it is compiled. We call a helper function ExampleGenerator which I 
will show next. It is in the utility script we called out to previously.
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Default "generator"
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So in our units file we list two programs.

The first program is our source code generator. We’re going to build this one first, so as you 
can see it is in our CompileGenerator pass.

The second program is our program that includes a file that will be produced by our source 
generator program once it is compiled. We call a helper function ExampleGenerator which I 
will show next. It is in the utility script we called out to previously.



Pass Setup: source generator
function apply(decl_parser, passes)
  -- Add a function ExampleGenerator that accepts the following args:
  -- Source: the source text file to read
  -- OutName: the base name of the generated C file
  decl_parser:add_source_generator("ExampleGenerator", function (args)
    local source = assert(args.Source, "no source file specified!")
    local outname = assert(args.OutName, "no output name specified!")
    local full_fn = "$(OBJECTDIR)/_generated/" .. outname
    return function (env)
      return env:make_node {
        Label = "ExampleGen $(@)",
        Action = "$(EXAMPLEGEN) $(<) $(@)",
        Pass = passes.CodeGeneration,
        InputFiles = { source },
        OutputFiles = { full_fn },
        ImplicitInputs = { "$(EXAMPLEGEN)" },
      }
    end
  end)
end
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To hook up the generator into the DAG we use a bit of Lua glue like this.

Functions like this have access to the passes and the surrounding environment of the build 
script and return closures that create DAG nodes. The reason it returns a function rather than 
a DAG node directly is so we can run it several times and produce nodes for different build 
variants in the same session. For example, we might build release and debug at the same 
time.



Pass Setup: source generator
function apply(decl_parser, passes)
  -- Add a function ExampleGenerator that accepts the following args:
  -- Source: the source text file to read
  -- OutName: the base name of the generated C file
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    local source = assert(args.Source, "no source file specified!")
    local outname = assert(args.OutName, "no output name specified!")
    local full_fn = "$(OBJECTDIR)/_generated/" .. outname
    return function (env)
      return env:make_node {
        Label = "ExampleGen $(@)",
        Action = "$(EXAMPLEGEN) $(<) $(@)",
        Pass = passes.CodeGeneration,
        InputFiles = { source },
        OutputFiles = { full_fn },
        ImplicitInputs = { "$(EXAMPLEGEN)" },
      }
    end
  end)
end
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To hook up the generator into the DAG we use a bit of Lua glue like this.

Functions like this have access to the passes and the surrounding environment of the build 
script and return closures that create DAG nodes. The reason it returns a function rather than 
a DAG node directly is so we can run it several times and produce nodes for different build 
variants in the same session. For example, we might build release and debug at the same 
time.



Pass Setup: source generator
function apply(decl_parser, passes)
  -- Add a function ExampleGenerator that accepts the following args:
  -- Source: the source text file to read
  -- OutName: the base name of the generated C file
  decl_parser:add_source_generator("ExampleGenerator", function (args)
    local source = assert(args.Source, "no source file specified!")
    local outname = assert(args.OutName, "no output name specified!")
    local full_fn = "$(OBJECTDIR)/_generated/" .. outname
    return function (env)
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        Pass = passes.CodeGeneration,
        InputFiles = { source },
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    end
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To hook up the generator into the DAG we use a bit of Lua glue like this.

Functions like this have access to the passes and the surrounding environment of the build 
script and return closures that create DAG nodes. The reason it returns a function rather than 
a DAG node directly is so we can run it several times and produce nodes for different build 
variants in the same session. For example, we might build release and debug at the same 
time.



Pass Setup - Execution

523 ~/Sandbox/tundra/examples/generator$ tundra
Cc tundra-output/macosx-gcc-debug-default/__generator/generator.o
Program tundra-output/macosx-gcc-debug-default/generator
ExampleGen tundra-output/macosx-gcc-debug-default/_generated/hello-
generated.c
Cc tundra-output/macosx-gcc-debug-default/__program/program.o
Cc tundra-output/macosx-gcc-debug-default/__program/tundra-output/macosx-
gcc-debug-default/_generated/hello-generated.o
Program tundra-output/macosx-gcc-debug-default/program
*** build success, 6 jobs run
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So when we run this example we can see that Tundra figures out the correct order to run all 
these build steps.

This is a very simple example, in fact it is included as a sample with the distribution, but it 
shows you some of the configuration parts of Tundra.



Pass Setup - Execution
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So when we run this example we can see that Tundra figures out the correct order to run all 
these build steps.

This is a very simple example, in fact it is included as a sample with the distribution, but it 
shows you some of the configuration parts of Tundra.
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So when we run this example we can see that Tundra figures out the correct order to run all 
these build steps.

This is a very simple example, in fact it is included as a sample with the distribution, but it 
shows you some of the configuration parts of Tundra.



Pass Setup - Execution

523 ~/Sandbox/tundra/examples/generator$ tundra
Cc tundra-output/macosx-gcc-debug-default/__generator/generator.o
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So when we run this example we can see that Tundra figures out the correct order to run all 
these build steps.

This is a very simple example, in fact it is included as a sample with the distribution, but it 
shows you some of the configuration parts of Tundra.



Multiple Passes Conclusion

• With passes we can reliably do complex setup

• Much easier to compile/maintain custom tools

• Passes are serial, but not a performance problem

• Typically one “main” pass is the bulk of the work anyway

• Stuff still executes in parallel within each pass
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So with this relatively simple segmentation into passes we have removed the problem of 
running stuff in parallel during the main pass which is very nice.

Now that we have this mechanism, a lot of stuff that was awkward before becomes really easy 
to add to the build system.

You might be worried that adding these passes will slow the build down, but they actually 
represent the minimum time we have to sync to make sure the builds are safe. Remember 
that the alternative (just going ahead) is wrong, as we could be starting to compile files that 
#include files we haven’t generated yet, and so on!



Internals
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Implementation

• Settled on C89

• Initially prototyped in .NET but it had too much overhead

• Wanted best possible portability, Mono not worth the trouble

• Wanted best possible incremental build times, no random 500 ms 
startup stalls due to JIT or assembly loading BS - It all adds up!

• Wanted code to be straight forward and simple

• No unnecessary abstractions

• Extensibility of build engine not a priority

• Configuration through Lua frontend good enough
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Tundra is implemented in C. Basically I wanted something that was straight forward and fast. 
Startup times were really important to me.

I ditched .NET/Mono pretty quickly after I saw huge stalls for loading certain assemblies, such 
as the regex library. WTF? .NET is too much of a black box and you don’t really have control 
over it. Just displaying the --help text and quitting could take half a second on a workstation-
class machine. No thanks.



Multi-threading

• Most existing build systems are single threaded

• Header scanning & dependency evaluation on one thread

• Actual jobs are then run in parallel

• This punishes smaller, interactive builds

• Ideally those builds should finish as soon as possible

• Quicker iterative builds keeps you in the zone
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It is interesting that all existing build systems I know of are fully single threaded. There is 
just one thread that does all the build system work, and then commands will be dispatched 
onto the operating system in parallel.

But if we are iterating on code, this is stupid, and a waste of everyone’s time. My machine 
maybe has 12 CPU cores -- I want to get the dependency scanning over with as soon as 
possible so I can fix those last compile errors on the code I’m hacking on right now. So 
Tundra tries hard to cater to the interactive build speeds -- incremental builds should be fast 
and use all hardware resources if possible.



Multi-threading

• Create one build thread per CPU core by default

• Can override via -j option on command line

• Convenient to get parallel scanning etc without extra effort

• Makes sense to go wide most of the time

• Can be bad if there are multiple heavy link steps that compete for 
memory

• Can be worked around with passes if needed
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So since the build queue is multi-threaded we want to default to using all CPU cores. This 
works well in almost all cases.

The only exception is if there are many really expensive jobs at the end of the DAG, like 
linking which can sometimes require huge amounts of memory. If that happens it can be 
worked around with a bunch of additional passes to stagger the link steps against each other.

This way incremental build speed is always the best possible.



Multi-threading
*** build success, 0 jobs run
post-build stats:
  files tracked: 767 (231 directly from DAG), file table load 5.19%
  relations tracked: 202, table load 0.68%
  relation cache load: 0.000s save: 0.000s
  nodes with ancestry: 121 of 121 possible
  time spent in Lua doing setup: 0.005s
    - time spent iterating directories (glob): 0.001s over 21 calls
  total time spent in build loop: 0.019s
    - implicit dependency scanning: 0.204s
    - output directory creation/mgmt: 0.000s
    - command execution: 0.000s
    - (parallel) stat() time: 0.002s (3092 calls out of 745 queries)
    - (parallel) file signing time: 0.004s (md5: 0, timestamp: 313)
    - up2date checks time: 0.001s
  efficiency: 0.00%
total time spent in tundra: 0.024s
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To illustrate multi-threading gains, we can look at some timing results on a small project 
(~100 source files). You can enable this debugging information with --debug-stats. I run 
Tundra without any changes to build so it would just show me dependency scanning 
overhead.

Here we can see that Tundra has spent 204 ms on implicit dependency scanning, but the 
total runtime is only 24 ms! This will make you happy you bought that 12-core machine, as 
we see almost a 10x speedup. I cheated slightly to get these numbers and deleted Tundra’s 
relation cache where it stores cached #includes. If we let Tundra run again with this cache in 
place, the times went down to 60 ms and 12 ms, which is still pretty good (2-3x speedup 
from the cache).



Command Output Merging

• Merge overlapped command output into linear output

• Nice linear output even though execution is parallel

• Critical feature to enable workflow where builds always are parallel

• One job owns the TTY, others are buffered

• Buffer can run out, then background jobs will block

• Not a problem in practice (except if there’s lots of error msgs)

• Lots of error text means unsuccessful build anyway :)
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Closely related to running multiple jobs is the problem that you get overlapping output in the 
terminal when they print messages.

Initially I had a really lame solution to this and just prefixed each line with a number 
indicating what build job printed it, but that’s bad for a number of reasons. Worst of all is 
that VIM’s quickfix window doesn’t like it :)

So I implemented a command output merger that buffers output so that looks like it was 
executed serially. This sacrifices some accuracy and a little performance but it’s totally worth 
it to get readable error messages. This is especially valuable when there is a compile error in 
a shared file and lots of jobs start failing all at once.



Up-to-date checks

• Signature based algorithm

• Hash together inputs/headers to get 
build signature for each node

• Compare hash to previous build 
(ancestor node) to see if up to date

• Ancestor signatures on disk

• Find ancestor based on node GUID

• GUID changes based on command 
line etc

Node Signature

Input File 
Signatures

Header File 
Signatures

M
D

5
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The up-to-date checks in Tundra are based on signatures. This is a pretty robust model that 
has been around for a while now.

Basically we compute a hash of the file’s timestamp or contents (selectable). We also add the 
signatures of all input files, and all header files we have scanned. We compare this signature 
to a stored signature from the previous build.
If they are the same, and the build outputs are still there, we are done.
Otherwise we must rebuild.

Finally we store all signatures to a file, to become the ancestors for the next build. We 
associate them with a GUID There’s a date check to prune out very old unused hashes.



DAG Node State Machine

Initial Scanning

Failed

Up to date

Running Success

Advance
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I apologize in advance for this somewhat messy slide.

I just wanted to illustate the cycle each DAG node goes through.

Nodes without dependencies are simply picked up from the build queue by a thread and run 
through this state machine. The same thread carries it forward all along.

However if the nodes has dependencies, we must block it and instead publish all its 
dependencies that haven’t yet run onto the queue [next build]

When we complete all the dependent nodes, recusively, we put the node back onto the queue 
and it is ready to advance into the Scanning stage, knowing that all its dependencies are 
completed.

This same mechanism is used for passes. Passes are converted into nodes that collect all 
nodes in the prior pass, so that when the last DAG node completes in a pass, all the nodes in 
the next pass are put on the build queue.



DAG Node State Machine
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I apologize in advance for this somewhat messy slide.
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Nodes without dependencies are simply picked up from the build queue by a thread and run 
through this state machine. The same thread carries it forward all along.

However if the nodes has dependencies, we must block it and instead publish all its 
dependencies that haven’t yet run onto the queue [next build]

When we complete all the dependent nodes, recusively, we put the node back onto the queue 
and it is ready to advance into the Scanning stage, knowing that all its dependencies are 
completed.

This same mechanism is used for passes. Passes are converted into nodes that collect all 
nodes in the prior pass, so that when the last DAG node completes in a pass, all the nodes in 
the next pass are put on the build queue.



Build Queue

• Tundra’s build queue is an array that holds node ptrs

• All build threads grab work from this queue

• Single build queue lock - most time is spent scanning/executing

• Can preallocate this array as total number of nodes

• Each node can only be on or off the queue

• Use ring-buffer head/tail cursor to manage

• Efficient, just bump index to add/remove

• No need to check capacity/realloc
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Memory Allocation

• Block-based linear allocation

• Grab 1 MB blocks from OS

• Allocate by incrementing pointer inside top block

• Used for DAG nodes, file nodes, dependency arrays, ...

• When we’re done we throw all the blocks away

• Makes for simpler code, no busy work worrying about 
memory lifetime & cleanup

• Memory is live for as long as the program is running
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One good way to speed up software is to take a step back and consider memory allocation 
patterns. In a build system, nothing is persistent. You set up a bunch of state (data 
collection), evaluate the build graph, update a bunch of files and then quit. This doesn’t need 
a slow general-purpose memory allocator.

Tundra uses block-based linear allocation, where you grab a new block when required and 
then carve out pieces from the top block. Freeing is done at the bulk level by throwing away 
all the blocks at once. In fact you don’t even have to do that, but it makes leak detectors 
happy if you do.

This scheme works great but requires some care, for example when formatting temporary 
strings or other short-lived stuff you don’t want in the permanent allocator. The best 
approach there is to use another memory type, preferably stack memory and just put a cap 
on the max buffer size.



Data Structures

• The best approach is often an array

• Reading linear data is super-fast nowadays (x86)

• Memory bandwidth is high but latency terrible

• Take advantage of hardware prefetching

• Tundra basically uses arrays and a few hash structures

• Nothing else needed for the workload

• Great for performance in general
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Simple File Formats

• C code needs to worry about I/O to two files formats

• Header cache and ancestor file

• Both are optional, can be wiped without harm

• Use straight-to-memory formats

• Single read, single allocation

• Best possible performance

• Sanity checks in case files are copied from 32 to 64-bit machine
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Wrapping up..
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Limitations aka full disclosure

• Header scanner is hard-coded for #include scanning

• Can be extended in C but hasn’t been needed so far

• Will take work to support completely new languages/uses

• Windows version requires Vista or later

• Can be fixed if there are any XP huggers left out there :)

• IDE integration support is very rough

• Can roll your own via Makefile projects if you’re desperate
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What’s next?

• Reach 1.0 release version

• A few minor bugs/features needed for 1.0

• Improve & update documentation

• Improve IDE integration

• Generate wrappers to call Tundra appropriately from IDE

• Work in IDE, build with Tundra

• Already sort of works for Visual Studio, but limited

• XCode support on the wish list
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Future Directions

• Improve Lua error handling

• Can be tricky to pinpoint source of errors at times

• Adapt to support huge codebases better

• Win32 change journal integration - NTFS is very slow

• Automatic file batching (bulk builds)

• Can give huge benefits on large C++ codebases

• Clean up build artifacts better

• Current style is traditional and will leave files behind if you e.g. 
rename a source file
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Getting Tundra

• Hosted on github

• http://github.com/deplinenoise/tundra

• Binaries for Windows and Mac OS are available

• Build yourself for Linux or FreeBSD

• Feel free to hack on it!

• Patches & new features are welcome

• Also please file bugs & suggestions
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By the way... DICE is hiring!

Check out our web page and read up on the available jobs. You can also submit an open 
application, why not with a slick demoscene portfolio? :)



Thanks for listening!

• Q & A

• Contact information:

• Email: dep@defmacro.se

• Twitter: @deplinenoise
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